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Good afternoon Josh,
My name is Pat Gilbert and I reside at 343 Palmer Rd in Richmond along with being the land owner whom is an adjacent landowner to
Locke Parke and own the other side of Palmer Rd which Palmer Lane crosses.  
Since I could not be present for the walk through and can not attend tonight due to this is my evening with my 95 yr old father.  
I would like to support the walking path, non motorized bikes through town highway 20 so my Richmond neighbors can visit their friends
on Williams hill and roads beyond.  I mentioned at one of the meetings via zoom  that years ago this was never a problem when Parker
and Lynn’s came to visit friends here on Palmer rd or do business on this side of the hill.  Why could my neighbors not  do the same?   
The one big thing I am opposing is , No parking!  These are a family neighborhood and there should be something about towing
vehicles if they park along the road or at the turn around looking spot on Palmer rd since part is on private property.  The other thing
would be that the trails committee will have to be part of our road maintenance agreement since they will be using part of the rd.  
The path would be a safer way to travel for the bike enthusiasts than having to use Hinesburg Richmond rd.  
 If town of Richmond decides to give up rd then I own half of rd on Palmer lane where Locke parke and Kevin O’Neil drive on.   I would
like the part of Palmer rd from Palmer lane to Beatty lane to be given up too, leaving just the part from the culvert to the town  line to be
class 4.  

I hope all works out for you tonight.  
Kindly, 
Patricia Gilbert
 343Palmer Rd
(802)734-7248 
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